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1
DISTRIBUTED VOICE SYSTEM AND

METHOD

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to systems and
methods used in processing telephone calls, and more par-
ticularly, to systems and methods for allowing telephone
carriers to o|l’cr enhanced products and services to their
subscribers.

2. Related Art

Deregulation of the long-distance telephone industry
spawned the growth of numerous long-distance service
providers. each vying for a share of the United States’
long-distance market. Thus far, the US. industry is domi-
nated by three large companies: AT&T, MCI and Sprint.
These large carriers have the resources and capital at their
disposal to enable them to develop and provide a wide range
of telcphonc—relatcd services to their customers.

Perhaps less known, but still extremely important in the
more than $50 billion interexchange U.S. long-distance
market, are the smaller companies. In l99l,AT&T, MCI and
Sprint controlled approximately 85 percent of the U.S.
market. At this time, 12 medium-sized companies shared
eight percent of the U.S. market. The remhining seven
percent of the U.S. market was divided among nearly 320
small carriers.

The larger carriers are able to attract customers by offer-
ing a full range of services in addition to direct dial calling.
These services include, but are not limited to: opcrator—
assisted calling, full-feature calling cards, and specialized
800 number routing.

The strategy followed by the smaller carriers in attracting
customers has been to offer excellent service and low-cost,

direct—dial long—distance calling (e.g. l+ca.lling). Many
smaller carriers, for example, focus on a particular geo-
graphic market. By understanding the market’s calling pat-
terns, the smaller carrier can maximize crucial economies

and can attract subscribers by offering long-distance calling
at rates lower than those offered by larger carriers.

Additionally, many smaller carriers use the fact that they
are a small, local business in order to attract other local

businesses as their clients. These carriers stress the ability to
offer more personalized, responsive attention than some
larger carriers may provide.

However, many of the smaller carriers a.rc finding it
increasingly difiicult to compete with the larger carriers by
offering direct—dial calling alone. For these carriers to attract
and retain customers, they need the ability to ofier the same
range of features and services provided by some of the larger
ca.rriers. For example, a small carrier may have a small travel
agency as a long-distance subscriber. As the travel agency
grows, develops more business, and hires additional sales-
pcrsons, the travel agency's telephone services requirements
also grow. The travel agency may want to offer calling cards
to its salespersons who travel frequently The travel agency
may also want the ability to re-route an incoming call that
was made to their 800 number. Such re-routing allows the
travel agency to re-route incoming 800—number calls to any
telephone number. a voice mailbox, or a pager. Additionally,
the travel agency may want the ability for its otfice workers,
clients and vendors to make operator—assisted calls.

Unfortunately, most smaller carriers can only provide
direct-dial long distance service to its customers. If a smaller
ca.rricr wants to offer enhanced products to its customers, the
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smaller carrierl has two choices. First, the smaller carrier
may purchase its own telephone switching system and
operator consoles. Second. the smaller carrier may purchase
and resell the products of one of its larger competitors.

However, reliable, affordable, and scalable switching
equipment is not commercially available. If a long-distance
carrier wants to purchase its own equipment, the selection is
limited to the large-scale complex switching systems that are
currently available. Because these systems are costly, in
most instances, the smaller carrier is forced to go through a
larger carrier to obtain enhanced products.

Several problems arise out of the inability of smaller
carriers to provide enhanced calling services. Three of these
problems are new described.

First, the flexibility and customization options available to
the smaller carriers in providing services are limited when
they resell the products of their larger competitors. One
reason for this is that those products were not designed with
the smaller carriers‘ needs in mind. For example, consider a
smaller carrier that wants to olfer a product like 800 number
forwarding to its customers. The smaller carrier will want its
customers to hear customized user prompts. including the
identification of the carrier. The smaller ca.rrier will also

want to establish its own prices for the service. To further
customize its systems, the carrier may want to change the
way the call processes, or to add additional features such as
the ability to route an 800 number to a voice mailbox.

In another example, the smaller carrier is unable to
provide carrier-unique operator services. The cost of pro-
viding operator services prohibits most smaller carriers from
hiring their own operators and purchasing the required
equipment. Instead, smaller carriers typically purchase
operator services from a competitor carrier or from operator
service providers.

One drawback of having to use a competitor-’s operators
is the inability to custom brand the call. For example, when
a customer of the smaller carrier places an operator-assisted
call using a competitor carrier's operators, she hears the
operator of the competitor carrier thank her for using the
competitor carrier's services. For example, consider the
following hypothetical. XYZ. a small carrier, procures
operator services for its users from ABC, a large carrier.
When XYZ’s user places an operator-assisted call, the
operator answers the call with the greeting: “Thank you for
using ABC.”

Another drawback of having to use another‘s operators is
the inability to custom-tailor call processing because the
operator services provided and the operator responses can-
not be customized. The smaller carrier has no control over

the operators used by the competitor carrier or the operator
service provider. '

Relying on larger carriers for providing these enhanced
products does not give smaller carriers the flexibility they
desire. This is because smaller carriers cannot customize the

products they obtain from the larger carriers to provide
unique services to their subscribers.

A second problem is the range of services that can be
provided by a smaller carrier is limited to the services that
carrier can purchase from its competitors. As a result, the
smaller carrier often cannot create innovative new products
and services to offer its customers.

Another problem is the smaller carrier's inability to get
customized fulfillment material through a competitor carrier.
For example, calling cards provided by a larger competitor
carrier, in turn to be provided to the smaller carrier's
customers, often hear the name of the competitor carrier.
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In summary. because the small carriers must rely on the
larger competitor carriers for advanced products and ser-
vices such as calling cards, operator assistance, 800 service,
audiotcxt, voice mail, and the like, the smaller carriers

cannot offer a full range of carrier-unique and customer-
uniquc products. As a result, the smaller carriers lose part of
their ability to compete in the U.S. long-distance market.

The problems of flexible control of a telephone network
are not limited to the smaller carriers or the long-distance
industry. All telephone carriers would benefit from the
ability to offer popular, customized, value-added services.
Commercially available hardware and conventional solu-
tions to date, however, do not oifcr this ability.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed toward a system and
method for recording and playback of voice scripts and
voice messages for subscribers to a call processing system.
Voice scripts are used to allow an automated voice response
unit to provide instnrctions to and otherwise communicate
with users of the call processing system. Voice scripts a.rc
recorded and stored in a voice script service. When required,
a voice script is retrieved from the voice script service and
played to the user. The voice script provides a user with a
greeting, instructions on how to proceed when using an
enhanced feature of the call processing system, andfor other
required information. The voice scripts can be customized to
a particular carrier or user, and can also be provided in a
specified language.

When a call is placed by a user requiring operator
assistance, a network control processor receives the call data
for that call. allocates an operator console to handle the call,
and provides infonrtatiort to the console allowing the con-
sole to retrieve and play the appropriate script.

When a voice script or a voice message is recorded, the
frames of audio voice are encapsulated into packets and the
packets are stored in a database. Preferably, each packet
contains a plurality of frames of audio voice. When a voice
message or voice script is to be played to a user 106, the first
packet of that voice script or voice message is retrieved and
playback begins immediately. As the first packet is de-
packetized and the voice script played to the user, subse-
quent pacl-tcts are retrieved, the data extracted therefrom and

queued in a buffer for playback. As a result, playback can
begin as soon as the first packet is retrieved and playback
continues without interruption until the voice script or the
voice message is completely played.

The capability is also provided to record voice scripts
remotely. This is accomplished through an automated voice
response unit. To accomplish this, a user with the appropri-
ate access can dial into a voice response unit and record a
voice script in the same way that voice messages are
recorded. As a result of this capability, carrier-customers of
the call processing system can change their customer-spc-
cifie voice scripts without intervention by a human operator
at the call processing system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention is described herein with reference
to the accompanying drawings. In the drawings, like refer-
ence numbers indicate identical or functionally similar ele-
ments. Additionally, the left digit(s) of each reference num-
ber identifies the drawing in which the reference number
first appears.
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FIG. 1 is a high—level block diagram illustrating the
architecture of a conventional telephone switching configu-
ration.

FIG. 2 is a high-level operational flow diagram illustrat-
ing the manner in which a conventional long-distance carrier
provides long-distance telephone services to a long-distancecarrier customer.

FIG. 3 is a high—level block diagram: illustrating a call
processing system.

FIG. 4 is a high-level block diagram illustrating the
interface of customers and users to the call processing
system according to one embodiment of the present inven-tion.

FIG. 5 is a high-level operational flow diagram illustrat-
ing the steps involved in placing and completing a call using
the call processing system.

FIG. 6, which comprises FIGS. 7 and 8, is a high—level
operational flow diagram illustrating the process that the call
processing system uses to process operator-assisted calls.

FIG. 7 is a high-level operational flow diagram illustrat-
ing the process Ihat the call processing system uses to
process operator-assisted calls.

FIG. 8, which is a continuation of FIG. 7, illustrates a
high—level operational flow of the process that the call
processing system uses to process operator-assisted calls.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a call processing
system with distributed voice features.

FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a call processing
system with distributed voice script capabilities.

FIG. 11 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the
process by which a voice script is recorded and stored in a
voice script database.

FIG. 12 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
manner in which a voice script is played to a user.

FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating a distributed voice
messaging system.

FIG. 14 is an operational flow diagram illustrating steps
associated with recording a voice message.

FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating a representative func-
tional arehitecture of a voice data processor.

FIG. 16 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the
recording of a voice script or a voice message for later
playback.

FIG. 17 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
process of initializing a voice data process.

FIG. 18 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
manner in which voice data is recorded.

FIG. 19 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
manner in which voice data is checked for silence.

FIG. 20 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
manner in which voice data is paeketized.

FIG. 21 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
manner in which packetizcd data is stored.

FIG. 22 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
manner in which recording is stopped when silence is
detected.

FIG. 23 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a stop
recording scenario in response to a DTMF tone.

FIG. 24 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
manner in which recording is stopped when a maximum
time limit is exceeded.

FIG. 25 is an operational flow diagram illustrating steps
followed upon receipt of a RECORD STOP command.
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FIG. 26 is an operational Ilow diagram illustrating a
manner in which voice data is played.

FIG. 27 is an operational flow diagram illustrating steps
involved with retrieving packets of the voice script to be
played.

FIG. 28 is an operational flow chart illustrating a manner
in which a voice data processor is initialized.

FIG. 29 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the
buiTering of packets in a data butler.

FIG. 30 is an operational [low diagram illustrating the
playback of a voice script.

FIG. 31 is an operational flow diagram illustrating steps
of extracting data from packets in the frame block queue and
storing this data in an available buffer.

FIG. 32 is an operational llow diagram illustrating a
method by which playback is stopped when user 106 enters
the appropriate keystroke on the telephone keypad.

FIG. 33 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
manner in which playback is stopped when voice data is
exhausted (Le. according to scenario 2).

FIG. 34, which comprises FIGS. 35, 36, 3'7. 38. 39, and
4|]. is an operational flow diagram illustrating the manner. in
which packets are retrieved from the voice script service and
the voice message service, and queued in the frame block
queue.

FIG. 35 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
manner in which packets are retrieved from the voice script
service and placed in the frame block queue.

FIG. 36, which is a continuation of FIG. 35, is an
operational flow diagram illustrating a manner in which
packets are retrieved from the voice script service and
queued in the frame block queue.

FIG. 3?, which is a continuation of FIGS. 35 and 36, is an
operational flow diagram illustrating the manner in which
packets are retrieved from voice script service and placed
into the frame block queue.

FIG. 38, which is a continuation. of FIG. 35, is an

operational Ilow diagram illustrating a manner in which
packets are retrieved from voice script service and stored in
the frame block queue.

FIG. 39, which is a continuation of FIG. 37, is an
operational flow diagram illustrating a manner in which
packets are retrieved from the voice script service and
placed into the frame block queue.

FIG. 40, which is a continuation of FIG. 37, is an
operational flow diagram illustrating a manner by which
packets are retrieved from the voice script service and
placed into the frame block queue.

FIG. 41 is a high level block diagram illustrating the
processes and DEF records used by a call processing system
to process calls.

FIG. 42 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the
manner in which a call processing system uses DEF records
and processes to handle calls.

FIG. 43 is a diagram illustrating the structure of a DEF
record.

FIG. 44 is a diagram illustrating how different levels of
DEF records can be used to optimize data storage.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
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1.2 Enhanced Call Processing System
2.0 Distributed Voice System

2.1 Distributed Voice Scripts 2.1.1 Voice Script Recording
2.1.2 Voice Script Play

2.2 Voice Messaging 2.2.] Voice Message Recording
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1.0 High-Level Overview of the Invention
The present invention is directed toward a distributed

voice system and method for recording and playing back
voice scripts and voice messages. The distributed voice
system operates in the environment of a call processing
system. In order to provide the reader with a more complete
understanding of the invention, two call processing systems
iarc first described. In Section 1.1, a standard call processing
is described. Section 1.2 describes an enhanced call pro-
cessing system that utilizes a network control processor
(NCP) 304 (illustrated in FIG. 3) to provide enhanced call
processing features. In Section 2 of this document a distrib-
uted voice system and method are described. In Section 3.
data records, known as DEF records, are described.
1.] Standard Call Processing System

An example of a conventional telephone switching con-
figuration is illustrated in FIG. 1. FIG. 1 is a high—level block
diagram illustrating the architecture of a conventional tele-
phone switching configuralion. Referring now to FIG. I, the
configuration includes a matrix switch 102 and an operator
console 103. A typical subscriber 114 to a long-distance
carrier 112 may be a business, another carrier, or an indi-
vidual user 106. Customer 110 may, for example, be a
business or it may be a carrier that is procuring enhanced
services from a competitor long-distance carrier 112. Cus-
tomer 110 may have its own customer switch 104 for routing
calls between outside trunks and inside lines or instruments.

Users 106 (for example, humans talking on the telephone)
place long-distance calls using long-distance carrier 112.
The user 106 who places the call (calling party) is termed an
originating user 106A. The user 106 to whom the call is
placed (called party) is termed a terminating user 1111513.

Originating user 106A may place the call directly with
lortg—distanee carrier 112 where originating user 106A is a
customer of long-distance carrier 112. Where originating
user 106A subscribes to another carrier that is a customer

110 of long-distance carrier 112, the call is routed tluough
customer 110. Where originating user 106A is an end-user at
a business that is a customer 110 of long-distance carrier 112
and that has its own switch 104, that originating user's call
also gets routed through customer switch 104. In the latter
two cases, originating user 1116A is deemed a “clicnt" of
customer 110.

Matrix switch 102 is provided as a switch to route calls
between users 106. A call is routed from originating user
106A to terminating user 106B. Matrix switch 102 typically
earl route thousands of telephone calls simultaneously. An
example of matrix switch 102 is the commercially-available
switch model DMS 250, manufactured by Nonhern Tele-
com, Inc. in Richardson, Tcx., USA. “DMS" is a registered
trademark of Northern Teleeom, Inc.

The manner in which long-distance can-ier 112 provides
long-distance services is now described. FIG. 2 is a high-
level operational flow diagram illustrating the manner in
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which long-distance carrier 112 provides long—distance tele-
phone services to its subscribers 114. FIGS. 1 and 2 are now

referred to in order to illustrate how long-distance carrier
112 provides direct-dial long-distance service and operator-
assistcd calling for users 106. Long—distance direct dialing is
accomplished by dialing one plus (l-l-) the called number.
Operator-assisted calling can be placed by dialing zero plus
{0-l-] the called number or by simply dialing zero (0).

The long-distance call is originated by user 106 and sent
to matrix switch 102. This occurs in a step 292. The call is
sent over two channels. These channels are an audio channel

122 and a signalling channel 1241. Audio channel 122 carries
the audio portion of the call. The audio portion of the call is
referned to as call audio 142. It is over audio channel 122 that

the caller's voice [in other words, call audio 142) can be
heard. Call audio 142 can be analog audio, digital audio, or
other information transferred among users 106 in analog or
digital form (for example, fax or modem signals).

Signalling channel 124 is used to transmit call data 144.
Call data 144 includes information regarding the type of
telephone call being made and other call handling param-
eters including called number, originating number (eg, an
automatic number identification, or AN1), ihow the call was
dialed (1+, 0+. 0), and the like. Call data 144 also provides
call setup parameters to matrix switch 102.

An example of a signalling channel 124 is the industry
standard common channel signalling system 7 (SS7) out-
of-band signalling channel. SS’? is typically a 56 kilobit
(kbit) link. and is commonly transmitted over a T—1 carrier.
Typically, call data 144 is a data packet comprising 30-40
bytes of data.

Matrix switch 102 accepts call data 144 to determine how
to handle and route the call. This occurs in a step 204.

If the call requires operator assistance (for example, a
collect call), operator call data 146 is provided to an operator
console 108. This occurs in a step 206. Typically, operator
call data 146 is transferred to operator console 108 over a
data link 126. Operator call data 146 includes information
regarding the type of call and other information which
matrix switch 102 knows rega.rding the call such as Origi-
nating number, how the call was dialed. and the like.

Operator console 108 is typically a manual operator
console which requires a human operator. The human opera-
tor answers the incoming call. The human operator then
sends operator commands 128 to matrix switch 102 to
complete the call so the operator can verify that the called
party will accept the charges for the call. This occurs in a
step 208.

If the call was instead a direct-dial call, matrix switch 102
uses call data 144 provided over signalling channel 124 to
determine where to route the call. Matrix switch 102 then
routes the call to the destination number. This occurs in a

step 210.
There are several problems associated with this system

used by the conventional long distance carrier. First, data
link 126 over which operator call data 146 are transferred is
often slower, than desired and introduces unwanted delays in
handling the call.

A second problem is that the human operator at operator
console 108 only gets the information that matrix switch 102
decides to send. In other words, call handling is limited to
the features and capabilities that are provided by the par-
ticular matrix switch 102 that was purchased by the carrier.

Note, other manufacturers may provide matrix switches
102 with dilferent features from those of the DMS 250. For

example, other switches 102 may have a higher data rate link
126. However, long-distance carrier 112 is still limited to the
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choices of matrix switches 102 that are commercially avail-
able, because it would be prohibitively expensive to design,
develop and manufacture a custom matrix 102. Thus, the
functionality and capabilities that can be provided by a long
distance carrierin this conventional system are limited to the
functionality and characteristics provided by available
matrix switches 102.

Because matrix switches 102 are costly to develop, they
are typically designed to provide only those basic functions
that all long-distance carriers are likely to desire. In this
manner, the development costs of matrix switch 102 can be
spread among numerous long-distance carriers. The cost of
developing and manufacturing a unique rnauix switch 102 is
too high to provide a custom switch for a single long-
distancc carrier, or for only a small group of long-distance
carriers. As a result, customer-unique and ca.rricr—unique
calling features and services cannot be provided.

Additionally, most manufacturers of matrix switches 102
are unable to modify existing matrix switches 102 to meet
unique needs of the various long—distance carriers without a
significant cost and isigniiicant time to implement.

An additional problem is that it is typically expensive to
provide operator positions to interface to matrix switch 102.
This is because operator consoles can only interface to
conventional matrix switches 102 via special operator ports.
Most conventional matrix switches provide a limited num-
ber of such operator ports. For example, the DMS 250
matrix switch 102 provides a capability of 384 operator
console ports per switch. Thus, in this example, if more than
384 operator consoles are desired, at least one additional
DMS 250 matrix switch must be purchased. At a cost of
approximately $2 million per DMS 250 (1993 prices}. the
cost of additional operator positions is high.

This example serves to illustrate an underlying reason
behind the problems discussed in the Background section.
Due to the high cost of available matrix switches 102. most,
if not all, of the smaller long—distance carriers cannot afford
to purchase or develop custom telecommunications switch-
ing equipment. As a result, these carriers cannot have their
own operator positions. Therefore, these carriers must obtain

high-end services such as operator-assisted calling through
carriers 112 who have such capabilities.

Additionally, for those long—distar|ce carriers who do have
matrix switches 102. such switches 102 cannot be easily {or
cost-effectively) reconfigured. or customized, to meet
unique call processing needs. Thus. the Flexibility required
to offer a wide range of customer services and call handling
capabilities cannot be provided to the customers and users of
these call processing systems 112.
1.2 Enhanced Call Processing System

A call processing system can be implemented to over-
come the above—discussed limitations of the matrix switch

102 and to provide a flexible call processing system. FIG. 3
provides a high-level illustration of such a call processing
system 302.

As is described fully in this document, call processing
system 302 provides a wide range of enhanced calling
products and features to carriers and individual users. One or
more carriers can Use call processing system 302 to obtain
carrier-unique and customer-unique, customized products
and features for their customers.

Call processing system 302 includes a network control
processor (network control processor) 304 and a matrix
switch 306. Matrix switch 306 could be the same as matrix

switch 102 (for example, a DMS 250). Alternatively, matrix
switch 306 could be a simpler type of switch as will be
described below. Network control processor 304 is a unique
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combination of hardware. software structure and programs
designed and developed to control calls being handled by
call processing system 302. Network control processor 304
is fully described in detail in co-pending patent application
of common assigncc, Scr, No. 08;‘ 136,211 and filed on Oct.
[5, 1993, which is incorporated herein by reference in its
cntirety.

Call processing system 302 can also include one or more
operator consoles 308. Operator console 308 can be the
same as operator console 108 used in the conventional
system. However, in a preferred embodiment, operator con-
soles 308 provide additional features not found in conven-
tion al operator cansales 108. For example, operator consoles
308 provide the capability to use custornized scripts to
present a carrier-unique interface. Scripts and other features
of operator consoles 308 are discussed in Section 2 of this
document.

Types of operator consoles 308 can include a manual
operator console (MOC) 332 and an automated voice
response unit (VRU) 334. Manual operator console 332
provides the functionality, required for a human operator to
converse with the caller. Automated voice response unit 334
does not require a human operator to handle operator-
assisted calls. Automated voicc response unit 334 includes
stored voice responses [automated scripts) to provide auto-
mated voicc instructions to the caller. For example, auto-
mated voice response unit 334 may instruct a caller 106A
[originating user) to enter her calling card number.

An additional type of operator console 308 includes a
customer service console (CSC) 336. Customer service
console 336 performs customer service related functions.
These functions include giving credits for call problems and
answering questions of users 106 and long—distancc carrier
customers of call-processing system 302.

When a call is originated by originating user 106A, call
audio 142 and call data 144 for the call are routed to call

processing system 302. A key feature of call processing
system 302 is that it enables call audio 142 on audio channel
122 to be handled separately from call data 144.

Originating user 106A can be a client of a customer 110
or call processing system 302, or a direct subscriber 14 of
call processing system 302. Customer 110 can be a business
or a carrier procuring enhanced services from call process-
ing system 302. Originating user 106A may place a call
directly to call processing system 302 or through customer
switch 104. This is more clearly illustrated in FIG. 4. The
detail of customer 110 and users 106 is illustrated separately
in FIG. 4 for clarity. The term subscriber 114 is used to
generally refer to users 106 who are direct clients of call
processing system 302 andfor to customers 110.

Calls are placed to terminating users 106B. Terminating
users 106B may be subscribers 114. clients of customers
110, or any other destination to which a call is placed.

Network control processor 304 receives call data 144 via
signalling channel 124. Network control processor 304 uses
call data 144 to make call handling decisions. Examples of
these decisions include whether operator assistance is
required, whether a number translation is required. how to
bill the call, where the call should be routed. and the like.
Also, when the call is originated, matrix switch 306 receives
call audio 142 from the user 106 who placed the call.

Network conuol processor 304 then sends switch control
data 322 to matrix switch 306. Switch control data 322

include data that control call routing in mauix switch 306.
For calls requiring operator assistance, network control
processor 304 sends operator control data 324 to operator
console 308. Operator control data 324 includes information
on how to handle the operator-assisted call.
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Call processing system 302 is best described in conjunc-
tion with an example illustrating how calls are handled. FIG.
5 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the steps
involved in placing and completing a call using cell pro-
cessing system 302. Referring to FIGS. 3 and 5. these steps
are now described.

In a step 502, an originating user 106A initiates a call. In
other words. a caller picks up the telephone and dials a
telephone number of a called party (terminating user 1063).
Examples of user 106 can include a human communicating
via a telephone instrument, a fax machine. or a modem. The
only diflerence is that originating user 106A originates the
telephone call, while terminating user 106B is the user to
whom the call is placed.

The call can be routed directly to network control pro-
cessor 304. or it could be routed to network control proces-
sor 304 via customer switch 104. In the latter case. customer
switch 104 forwards call audio 142 and call data 144

associated with this call to call processing system 302. If a
customer switch 104 is not in place. call audio 142 goes
directly to rnauix switch 306 at call processing system 302
and call data 144 to network control processor 304.

ln a step 504. call processing system 302 receives call
audio 142 and call data 144 for the call initiated in step 502.
More specifically, matrix switch 306 receives call audio 142.
and network control processor 304 receives call data 144.

In a step 506, network control processor 304 uses call data
144 to determine how to handle the call. Specific details
regarding the manner in which network control processor-
304 makes this determination are fully described in detail in
the Network Control Processor Section of this patent docu-ment.

In a step 508. network control processor 304 sends switch
control data 322 to matrix switch 306. Switch control data
322 commands matrix switch 306 to route the call to the

comet destination. For example, switch control signal 322
may command matrix switch 306 to route the call audio 142
to customer switch 104 at the terminating end and ultimately
to terminating user 106B.

The rnaruicr in which network control processor 304
commands matrix switch 306 is through sending switch
control data 322 to matrix switch 306. The format and

content of switch control data 322 depends on the type of
matrix switch 306 utilized. Note that in some cases. depend-
ing on the customer, a customer switch 104 at the terminal-
ing cnd may not be used. In these cases, the call is routed
directly to terminating user 10613.

In a step 510, matrix switch 306 routes the call to
terminating user 10613 as instructed by network control
processor 304 in step 508.

As a result of the functionality provided by network
control processor 304-. matrix switch 306 no longer controls
the call as was the case with matrix switch 102 in the

conventional system. Matrix switch 306 now simply func-
tions as a passive switch that is reconfigured based on switch
control information 322 sent by network control processor
304.

Network control processor 304 receives all the call data
144 associated with the telephone call. There is no filtering
or screening performed before data 144 is received by
nctwork control processor 304. Call data 144 can include,
among other call attributes, the originating number, the
called number, and the route or circuits activated in customer
switch 104. Thus, full control of the call and all its call audio

142 and call data 144 can be provided by call processing
system 302.

A further t1igh—lcvcl illustration of the functionality of call
processing system 302 is now described with reference to
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the following example. In this example, an originating user
106A initiates a call requiring operator assistance. FIG. 6,
which comprises FIGS. 7 and 8, isi a high-level operational
flow diagram illustrating the process that call processing
system 302 uses to process opcrator—assistcd calls. Referring
now to FIGS. 3, 7, and 8, originating user 106A initiates an
operator-assisted call as shown in at step 702.

In a step 704, call processing system 302 receives call
audio 142 and call data 144. More specifically, matrix switch
306 receives call audio 142 and network control processor
304 receives call data 144.

In a step 706, network control processor 304 interprets
call data 144 and determines that originating user 106
originated a call requiring operator assistance. For example,
in one embodiment network control processor 304 could
examine the called number and determine that because the

first number dialed is zero, the caller is requesting operator
assistance.

In a step 708, network control processor 304 instructs
matrix switch 306 to route call audio 142 to an operator
console 308. If a human operator is not required, call audio
142 can be routed to an automated operator console (for
example, an automated voice response unit 334). In this
case. the voice response unit 334 instructs the caller on how
to proceed. These instructions are typically telephone key-
pad button sequcnces to be pressed by the caller to complete
the call. An example of this is where voice response unit 334
instructs the caller to enter a calling card number.

If a human operator is required to handle the call. the call
audio 142 is routed to a manual operator console 332. In this
case, the caller can converse with the operator. An example
of this case is where the caller is placing a collect call.

Where matrix switch 306 is a DMS 250, network control
processor 304 simply instructs the DMS 250 to route the call
to the console position assigned to operator console 308.
Because operator console 308 only gets call audio 142,
operator console 308 is treated as any other destination and
can be identified by a terminating number.

In a step 710, network control processor 304 routes
operator control data 324 to operator console 308 via a LAN
328. Operator control data 324 instructs operator console
308 regarding the handling of the call. Operator control data
324 is determined by network control processor 304 when
network control processor 304 receives call data 144.

There is a key distinction between call-processing system
302 and the conventional system illustrated in FIG. 1. With
the conventional system. special operator console pens are
required to allow an operator console 108 to be interfaced to
matrix switch 102. This is because control infonnation had

to be provided by matrix switch 102 to operator console 108.
However, according to call processing system 302. matrix

switch 306 only has to transfer call audio 142 to operator
console 308. The control information is provided by network
control processor 304 in the form of operator control data
324. Operator console 308 only gets call audio 142 from
matrix switch 306. Therefore. operator console 308 can be
treated as if it is any other terminating user 106B or
customer switch 104. Thus operator console 308 does not
have to interface to matrix switch 306 via a special operator
console port. Therefore. the number of operator consoles
308 that can interface to matrix switch 306 is not limiled to
the number of operator console ports available on matrix
switch 306.

Operator console 308 now has a connection with audio
channel 122. As noted above, operator console 308 can be
either a manual operator console 332 for a human operator,
or an automated voice response unit 334.
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If originating user 106A is placing a calling card call,
originating user 106A is prompted by operator console 308
to enter the calling card number. The number is received and
verified to ensure that it is a valid number. If the number is
invalid, the user is informed that the call carmot be com-

pleted. This oecurs in a step 802 (FIG. 8).
For valid calling card numbers and for collect calls,

operator console 308 initiates the connection to the termi-
nating user 106. This occurs as described in steps 804—808
as follows.

In a step 804, operator console 308 sends operator
response data 326 to network control processor 304 via LAN
328 indicating that the call can be placed as requested. In
response. network control processor 304 sends switch con-
trol data 322 to configure matrix switch 306. This tells
matrix switch 306 how to route the call. This occurs in a step806.

In a step 808, matrix switch 306 is reconfigured to direct
the call to the destination as instructed by network control
processor 304.

For a collect call, the operator asks the called party
whether they are willing to accept the charges. This occurs
in a step 808.

if the called party is not willing to accept the charges,
operator console 308 sends operator response data 326 to
network control processor 304 indicating that the call should
be terminated. This occurs in a step 810.

It should be understood that the two examples of placing
:1 Collect call and a calling card call are offered as examples
only. These examples should not be interpreted to imply that
the call processing system 302 is limited to only these types
of capabilities.

Call processing system 302 provides additional value-
added features to telephone services. Call processing system
302 can be configured to provide the capability for, among
other things, operator assisted calling, calling card and credit
card calling, number translation and forwarding, real-time
call billing, and real-time call rating.
2,0 Distributed Voice System

As discussed above, call processing system 302 utilizes
an automated voice response unit 334 to provide automated
operator assistance to user 106. To allow automated voice
response unit 334 to provide such assistance, automated
voice response unit 334 must be able to communicate with
user 106. A distributed voice system is provided to allow
automated voice response unit 334 to provide instructions
and otherwise communicate to user 106 using voice scripts.
The distributed voice system allows carricr—unique voice
scripts to be stored in databases and played to users 106
where appropriate. The distributed voice system also pro-
vides functionaiity to implement voice messaging for users
106.

In a preferred embodiment, the distributed voice system is
implemented in the environment of a call processing system
302 as described above in Section 1.2 of this document.

Additionally, the distributed voice system uses a DEF ser-
vice 916 {FIG. 9) to control operations. The DEF service is
described in detail in Section 3 of this document.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a call processing
system 302 with distributed voice features. Referring now to
FIG. 9. the distributed voice system includes a front-end
distributor 904, a voice script service 908, and a voice
message service 912. When a call is received from a user
106 requiring a voice script 1008 (illustrated in FIG. 10),
voice response unit 334 retrieves voice script 1008 from
voice script service 908 and plays that voice script 1008 to
user 106. Voice response unit 334 stores voice scripts 1008
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into voice script service 908 and voice messages 1308
(illustrated in FIG. 13) in voice message service 912 via
front-end distributor 904.

2.1 Distributed Voice Scripts
Voice scripts 1008 are used to provide voice communi-

cations to a user via an automated voice response unit 334.
When a user 106 places a call requiring operator assistance
and this operator assistance is provided by an automated
voice response unit 334, the allocated automated voice
response unit 334 communicates with user 106 using voice
scripts 1008. Voice scripts 1008 provide user 106 with a
greeting and instructions on how to proceed. These instruc-
tions can include a menu offering choices to user 106 that
can be made by the user 106 depressing numbers on the
telephone key pad.

FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a call processing
system 302 with distributed voice script capabilities. The
distributed voice script system includes a voice script system
1001, a front—cnd distributor 904, and voice script service
908. Voice script system 1001 includes an audio recorder
1003, a voice file 1005, and a voice file converter 1006.

Voice script service 908 includes a voice script server
1002, a voice script database 1004, and one or more voice
scripts 1008A-1008N. To minimize errors and system
downtime, multiple redundant voice script servers 1002 and
voice script databases 1004 can be provided. Where such
redundancy is provided, each voice script database 1004 has
its own redundant copy of scripts 1008A—l008N. To accom-
modate the recording of multiple scripts 1008 into multiple
voice script data bases 1004, front-end distributor is pro-
vided to distribute each script 1008A—1008N to each redun-
dant voice script server 1002.
2.1.1 Voice Script Recording

Once a voice script 1008 is recorded and stored in voice
script database 1004, automated voice response unit 334 can
retrieve that voice script 1008 when required and play it to
a user 106.

A method for recording a voice script 1008 is now
described. FIG. 11 is an operational flow diagram illustrating
the process by which a voice script 1008 is recorded and
stored in voice script database 1004. Referring now to FIGS.
10 and 11, in a step 1104, a speaker records voice audio
using audio recorder 1003 and records this voice audio in a
voice file 1005. In one embodiment. voice script system
1001 is implemented using a DOS-based personal computer.
In this embodiment, audio recorder is a VBXIOO l—port PC
compatible voice processing board and SE-‘DOS run time
software and device driver. The VBXIDD voice processing
:board and SEJDOS run time software and device driver are

available from Natural Mierosystems in Natick, Mass.
U.S.A.

In a step 1108. voice file converter 1006 pacltetiaes l.he
voice audio into packet data to create a voice script 1008.
Voice file converter 1006 forwards this created voice script
1008 to front-end distributor 904.

In a step 1112., front-end distributor 904 distributes voice
script 1008 to the multiple redundant voice script servers
1002 within voice script service 908. In a step 1116, each
voice script server 1002 stores voice script 1003 in its
associated voice script database 1004. The data packets that
make up voice script 1008 are sequentially numbered and
can be retrieved from database 1004 using a key composed
of a script number and a sequential frame block number. To
provide subscribcr—unique scripting, scripts can be stored
based on the language in which the script is recorded. and
other subscriber-unique information. This information can
include. for example, branding to uniquely identify the name
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of a ca.rrier—customer 110 that is providing the telephone
service to user 106.

To accommodate this, unique scripts can be recorded for
each carrier—customer 110 to provide a carrier-unique inter-
face to users 106. Additionally, voice scripts 1008 can be
recorded in dillerent languages to provide correct-language
scripting to a specific user 106. ‘Therefore, voice scripts 1008
are stored in voice script database 1004 based on not only a
script number identifying the voice script 1008 but also on
the script language and carrier 110 identification. This
facilitates retrieval of a specific voice script 1008 using a key
composed of a language, a carrier identification (i.e., a
brand). a script number, and a sequential frame block
number.

2.1.2 Voice Script Play
When a user 106 places a call requiring operator assis-

tance, and that operator assistance is provided by an auto-
mated voice response unit 334, the assigned automated
voice response unit 334 retrieves the appropriate script 1008
from voice script service 908 and begins playing this voice
script 1008 to user 106. This process of playing a voice
script 1008 is now described.

FIG. 12 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the
process by which a voice script 1008 is played to a user 106.
Referring now to FIGS. 10 and 12, in a step 1204, when a
user 106 places: a call requiring assistance of an automated
voice response unit 334, network control processor 304
notifies the automated voice response unit 334 that a new
call is received. Network control processor 304 allocates an
automated voice response unit 334 to handle the call and
connects call audio 142 via matrix switch 306 [as illustrated
in FIG. 9).

In a step I208, automated voice response unit 334 deter-
mines which voice script 1008 is to be played to user 106.
In one embodiment, this is accomplished by retrieving a
DEF record 1028 from a DEF record database 1024 via DEF
record server 122. DEF record 1028 indicates the correct

voice script 1008 to be played to user 106. The use of DEF
records 1028 is described in detail in Section 3 of this
document.

In a step 1212, automated voice response unit 334
requests the appropriate voice script 1008 from voice script
server 1002. In a step 1216, voice script server 1002
retrieves the appropriate voice script 1008 front voice script
database 1004 and sends a packet of voice data from this
voice script 1008 to automated voice response unit 334.

When a minimum number of packets has been received
by automated voice response unit 334. automated voice
response unit 334 begins playing the selected voice script
1008. This is illustrated by steps 1220 and 1224. If the
minimum number of packets has not been received by
automated voice response unit 334, voice script server 1002
continues to send packets of voice data as illustrated by flow
line 1262. The minimum number of packets required is
chosen such that automated voice response unit 334 can
begin playing the selected voice script 1008 to user 106
without interruption. Automated voice response unit 334 can
begin playing script 1008 before all of the packets that make
up that script 1008 are retrieved from voice script service
908. In a preferred embodiment, the zrrtinimurn number of
packets required is one. Thus. once the first packet of script
1008 is retrieved, automated voice response unit 334 can
begin playing script 1008. '

Automated voice response unit 334 continues playing
selected voice script 1008 as it receives subsequent data
packets from voice script service 908. Automated voice
response unit 334 continues to :retrieve packets and to play
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the selected voice script 1008 until the voice script 1008 is
completed.
2.2 Voice Messaging

The distributed voice system according to the invention
allows voice messaging as well as voice scripting. The
purpose of voice messaging is to allow a user 106 or a carrier
110 to record and store a message that can be retrieved by
another user 106. In other words, voice messaging provides
a voice mailbox feature for use by subscribers 114. Record-
ing and playback of voice messages 1308 are sinilar to the
recording and playback of voice scripts 1008, in that they are
both paeketized before they are stored and playback is
accomplished by sequentially retrieving the stored data
packets and playing them back to the user 106. After a
minimum number of packets are retrieved. the playing
begins and continues as additional packets are retrieved
from the database. Voice message recording and voice
message playback are now described in greater detail.
2.2.1 Voice Message Recording

FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating a distributed voice
messaging system. Referring now to FIG. 13, a distributed
voice messaging system includes a network control proces-
sor 304, an automated voice response unit 334. a DEF
service 916, a front-end distributor 904. and voice messag-
ing service 912. Voice messaging service 912 includes a
message server 1302 and a voice message database 1304,
and one or more voice messages 1308A—l308N. As was the
case with voice script service 908, voice message service
912 can be implemented using redundant voice message
servers 1302 and redundant voice message databases 1304.
Where such redundancy is provided, each voice message
database 1304 has a copy of each voice message
1308A—I308N.

When a user calls in to leave a message, that user 106 is
connected to automated voice response unit 334 via matrix
switch 306. This connection, illustrated in FIG. 9, is not

repeated in FIG. 13 to simplify the drawing. User 106 recites
the audible message to automated voice response unit 334
which packetizes the audible message to create a voice
message 1308. Automated voice response unit 334 then
forwards the created voice message 1308 to front-end dis-
trihutor 904. Frontwend distributor 904 stores voice message
1308 in the redundant voice message databases 1304.

FIG. 14 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the
steps associated with recording a voice message 1308.
Referring now to FIGS. 13 and 14, in a step 1404. automated
voice response unit 334 receives an audio message from user
106. In a step 1408, automated voice response unit 334
paeketizcs the audio message received from user 106 into
data packets. These data packets make up the voice message
1308. In a step DMRIIZ, the data packets that make up
voice message 1308 are sequentially numbered and sent to
front-end distributor 904 for storage in voice message ser-
vice 912.

In a step 1416, front-end distributor 904 assigns a mes-
sage number to the voice message 1308 and sends voice
message 1308 to voice message service 912. Where redun-
dant voice message servers 1302 are implemented, front-end
distributor 904 distributes message 1308 to each voice
message server 1302.

In a step 1420, front—enI:l distributor 904 sends the
assigned message number to automated voice response unit
334. As a result of this process, voice message 1308 is stored
in a voice message database 1304 and can be identified by
a message number.

The playback of a voice message is accomplished in a
manner that is similar to the playback of a voice script 1008.
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As is fully described in Section 3 of this document, when a
call is received, the automated voice response unit 334
allocated lo the call retrieves a DEF record 1028 indicating
I.he steps to be taken to handle the call. For a call requesting
message playback, the DEF record 1028 provides message
information including the unique message number to request
a specific voice message 1308 from voice message service
912. The data packets of voice message 1308 are sequen-
tially retrieved, and playback begins as soon as enough
packets are retrieved to allow uninterrupted playback.
Packet retrieval continues until playback of voice message
1308 is completed.
2.2.3 Remote Script Recording

Voice scripts 1008 can be recorded remotely through
automated voice response unit 334 in the same way that
voice messages 108 are recorded. By allowing the ability for
remote voice script 1008 recording, carrier-customers 110
can change their customer-specific voice scripts 1008 with-
out any intervention by a human operator at call processing
system 302. In other words, personnel at the site of customer
110 can record a new voice script 1008 via voice response
unit 334 without requiring the use of audio recorder 1002 to
record the script 1008.
2.3 Voice Data Processor

In one embodiment of the distributed voice system, a
voice data processor is used to control the encapsulation of
audio data into packets. This voice data processor is now
described. FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating a representative
architecture of a voice data processor 1500. This represen-
tative architecture is presented by way of example only.
After reading the following description, it will be apparent
to one skilled in the relevant art how voice data processor
I500 can be implemented using a variety of different archi-Lectures.

In this document, voice scripts 1008 and voice messages
1308 are generally referred to as voice data.

Referring now to FIG. 15, voice data processor 1500
comprises an audio system 1510 and a voice module I530.
Audio system 1510 includes an audio driver 1514, audio
boards 1516, a bulfer 1518, and an event queue 1512. Buffer
1.518 is divided into a first buffer 1518A and a second buffer
15188.

In this embodiment, audio board 1516 is a VBX 1200

voice processing board. Audio driver 1514 is VBX digital
voice port driver, and event queue 1512 is a subport ofaudio
driver 1514. These components are available from Natural
MicroSystems in Natick. Mass., U.S.A. In this embodiment,
these boards operate in the environment of a DOS—based
personal computer. In an embodiment where automated
voice response unit 334 is a personal computer-based sys-
tem, these boards can be mounted in expansion slots of the
automated voice response unit 334.

Voice data processor 1500 can be used to store either
voice scripts 1008 or voice messages 1308 as packetized
data (i.e., voice data}. In the preferred embodiment. voice
data processor 1500 is only used for remote recording of
voice scripts 1008. In this embodiment, local voice script
recording, including packetization and storage, is accom-
plished using a separate voice script system 1001 as
described above with reference to FIG. 10. Voice script
system 1001 functions similarly to voice data processor
1500. However, in this preferred embodiment, voice data
processor 1500 is part of automated voice response unit 334,
whereas voice script system 1901 is a stand-alone system.

Voice module 1530 includes an audio thread 1534, a
message queue 1532, a frame block queue 1538, a record
thread 1536A, and a play thread 15363. In one embodiment,
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automated voice response unit 334 is a DOS-OS!2-based
computer. In this embodiment, voice data processor 1500 is
implemented in the OS.-"2 environment of automated voice
response unit 334. In this OS.-"2 environment, each program
is a single process. Each process can have one or more
threads of execution. Where multiple threads are used, each
thread executes independently of the other threads and all
threads appear to be executing at the same time. In this
environment, automated voice response unit 334 has a main
application thread, a thread for receiving network messages,
a timer thread. and an audio thread.

The implementation of voice module 1530 is not lintited
to an implementation using threads. The functionality per-
formed by the threads could be performed using one or more
processors, ASICs (application specific integrated circuits),
software modules, or other implementations.
2.4 Voice Recording

FIG. 16 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the
recording ofa voice script 1008 or a voice message 1308 for
later playback. Referring now to FIGS. 15 and 16, in a step
1604, automated voice response unit 334 initiates record
thread 1536A. In a step 1608. record thread 1536A initial-
izes voice data processor 1500. In a step 1612, the audio
voice is recorded in buifers 1518 by audio system 1510. In
a step 1616, this recorded audio voice is encapsulated into
data packets which are stored as voice script 1008 or voice
message 1308, as appropriate, in step 1620.

The above-described process for recording voice script
1003 or voice ncssagc 1308 is now described in greater
detail. FIG. 1'.’ is an operational flow diagram illustrating the
process of initializing voice data processor 1500 (i.c. step
1608}

Referring now to FIGS. 15 and 17, in a step 1704,
automated voice response unit 334 initiates record thread
1536A. In one embodiment, when voice data needs to be
recorded. the main application thread in automated voice
response unit 334 initiates record thread 1536A. Upon
initialization, record thread 1536A sets indicators to audio
thread 1534, indicating that audio thread 1534 will be
recording voice data.

In a step 1708, the main voice response unit 334 appli-
cation thread starts a timer if the script or message length is
defined. The timer can be used to limit the icngth of a script
1008 or a message 1308.

In a step 1712, record thread 1536A intializcs audio driver
1514. In one embodiment, this is accomplished by record
thread 1536A sending a QUEUE WAKE command to audio
driver 1514. In response, audio driver 1514 alerts audio
thread 1534 that audio voice is to be recorded. This occurs

in a step 1716. In one embodiment, this is accomplished by
audio driver 1514 sending a READ WAKE event to audio
thread 1534 vis event queue 1512. Event queue 1512 is used
to queue messages from audio driver 1514 to audio thread
1534.

In a step 1718. audio thread 1534 checks the indicators set
by record thread 1536A in step 1704. These indicators
provide an indication to audio thread 1534 that it will be
recording voice data. With these steps accomplished, voice
data processor 1500 is initialized and the recording process-
ing can continue at step 1612 with the recording of voice
data.

FIG. 18 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the
steps associated with recording voice data. Referring now to
FIGS. 15 and 18, in a step 1804, audio thread 1534 com-
mands audio driver i514 to begin recording the audio voice.
In this step, audio thread 1534 sends the: address of a first
data buffer 1518 to audio driver 1514. This is the address of
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the buffer 1518 in which the recorded audio voice will be

stored. In one embodiment this is accomplished by audio
thread 1534 sending a RECORD BEGIN command to audio
driver 1514.

In a step 1808. audio driver 1514 acknowledges the
command to begin recording by sending a BUFFER DONE
CONTINUING event via event queue 1512 to audio thread
1534.

Upon receipt, in a step 1812, audio thread 1534 sends a
NEXT BUFFER command to audio driver 1514 along with
the address of the second data bulfer 1518 in which the audio
voice is to be recorded.

In a step 1816, audio driver 1514 sends a RECORD
BEGUN event to audio thread 1534 via event queue 1512
indicating that the recording of the audio voice has started.

In a step 1820, when audio driver 1514 has filled the first
buffer 1518A, audio driver 1514 informs audio thread 1534

that this buffer 1518A is full. ‘This is accomplished by audio
driver 1514 sending a first BUFFER DONE CONTINUING
event to audio thread 1534 via event queue 1512. Audio
driver 1514 releases the first butler 1518A so the data therein

can be packctized by voice module 1530. Before packetizing
the audio voice in buffer 1518, audio thread 1534 first
checks each frame of audio voice stored in the data buffer to

determine whether a configurable length of silence is
detected. In one embodiment, the configurable length of
silence is three seconds.

FIG. 19 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the
steps of checking for silence. Referring now to FIGS. 15 and
19, in a step 1904, audio thread 1534 checks the data in first
buffer 1518 to determine whether there is a configurable
length of silence. If a configurable length of silence is
detected, as illustrated by a step 1908, audio thread 1534
commands audio driver 1514 to stop recording by sending :3.
STOP RECORDING command. This occurs in a step 1912.
Also in this step, audio thread 1534 indicates to record
thread 1536A that recording is stopping. This is accom~
plishcd by sending a CHECK FOR SILENCE message to
record thread 1536A. Regardless of whether the config-
urable length of silence was detected in step 1908, audio
thread 1534 can packctizc the data recorded in first buffer
1518A. Thus, the operation continues at step 1616 (FIG. 16).

FIG. 20 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the
packetizing of audio voice (i.e., step 1616). In a step 2004,
audio thread 1534 takes the audio voice stored in buffer

1518A and encapsulates that data into data packets. In a step
2008, audio thread 1534 sequentially places each packet into
frame block queue 1538. Once all the data is packetizcd and
placed in a frame block queue 1538, audio thread 1534 sends
:1 NEXT BUFFER command to audio driver 1514 along with
the address of the new empty data buffer 1518A indicating
that additional audio voice can be stored in that buffer

1518A. This occurs in a step 2012.
In a step 2016, audio thread 1534 notifies record thread

1536A that data packets of voice script 1008 {or voice
message 1308} are in frame block queue 1538 and ready to
be stored as voice data. In one embodiment this is accom-

plished by audio thread 1534 sending an AUDIO FED
RECORD QUEUE message to record thread 1536A.

As audio thread 1534 is packetizing data and storing it in
frame block queue 1538, audio driver 1514 is continuing to
record the audio voice into buffers 1518. When the second

buffer 1518B is full, the operation continues at step 182!)
(FIG. 18) where audio driver 1514 informs audio thread
1534 that the second buffer 151813 is full. At this time, audio

thread 153-4 checks for silence (FIG. 19) and begins pack-
ctizing data (FIG. 20) from the second buffer 1518B.
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If in step 1908 silence was detected in first buffer 1518A,
and :1 STOP RECORDING command issued in step 1912
(illustrated by decision block 2018), there is no need for
audio driver 1514 to continue recording, and the operation
continues at step 1620 by storing packetized data currcntly
in frame block queue 1538 into the appropriate database
1004, 1304.

II’, on the other hand, in step 1908 no silence was detected
in first data bulIcr 1518/\. there is data to be packetized and
stored in second buffer 1518B and the recording continues
(FIG. 18) (illustrated by decision block 2020). As with first
buffer 1518A, when second buffer 1518B is full, in a step
1820, audio driver 1514 informs audio thread 1534 that the

second buffer 151813 is full. Again, audio thread 1534 checks
second buffer 15183 for silence (FIG. 19), packctizes the
data (FIG. 20), and stores it in frame block queue 1538 for
subsequent storage in the appropriate database 1004, 1304.
These steps of recording. checking for silence and packctie—
ing continue until silence is detected in step 1908.

Regardless of whether a STOP RECORDING command

has been issued, pacltetized data in frame block queue 1538
must be stored in step 1620. The process by which this
packetjzed data are stored is illustrated in FIG. 21. Referring
now to FIG. 21, in a step 2104. record thread 1536A
retrieves the data packets from a frame block queue 1538. In
a step 2108, each packet is checked to determine whether
voice energy can be detected in any frame of the packet. If
a packet does not contain any frames that have detectable
voice energy, {illustrated by decision box 2112). that packet
is discarded in a step 2116. If, however, voice energy is
detected, that packet and all subsequent packets are sent to
the appropriate database 1004, 1304 until recording is
stopped, as illustrated by step 2120. The process of discard-
ing ieading packets containing all silent frames is how
leading silence on a ncwly—reeorded message is edited. After
all the packets have been retrieved from frame block queue
1538 and stored, record thread 1536A waits for another

AUDIO FED RECORD QUEUE message. Upon receipt of
AUDIO FED RECORD QUEUE message, record thread
1536A continues at step 2104.

The storage of voice scripts in voice script database 1004
and voice messages in voice message database 1304 can be
accomplished a variety of ways. The method of storage can
be an element in a linked list in memory, as records in a Hat
file, or as records in a distributable network database server.

In a preferred embodiment, recorded voice packets are
stored as elements in a linked list in memory first, over-
flowing to a temporary flat file when the length of the
recorded voice data exceeds what can be easily be stored in
memory. Subsequently. when the voice data is saved for
future use, the voice data is transferred to front end distribu-

tor 904 for distribution to voice script service 908 or voice
message service 912.

As stated above, the recording of voice data and the initial
storage continues until silence is detected. If the energy level
in a frame of audio voice is below a configurable level, that
frame is designated as silent. When the number of consecu-
tive silent frames exceeds a configurable length of time,
audio thread 1534 sends RECORD STOP command to audio

driver 1514 and sends a CHECK FOR SILENCE message to
record thread 153-6A.

FIG. 22 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
manner by which recording is stopped when silence is
detected. Referring now to FIG. 22, in a step 2204, audio
thread 1534 checks the energy level of each frame of audio
voice as it is being encapsulated into data packets. II" no
silence is detected (decision block 2203], audio thread 1534
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continues packctizing data. If, however, silence is detected
{decision block 2208), audio thread 1534 compares the
number ofsilent frames to a predetermined length of time to
determine whether the length of silence is greater than the
configured time. If, in decision block 2212, the configured
length of time is exceeded, audio thread 1534 sends a
RECORD STOP message to audio driver 1514 and a
CHECK FOR SILENCE message to record thread 1536A.
This occurs in a step 2216. This causes record thread 1536A
to check for silence. Record thread 1536/t continues to send

packets for storage until it detects silence. The process of
discarding trailing packets containing all silent frames is the
method by which trailing silence in a newly recorded
message is edited.

Recording can also be stopped when audio driver 1514
detects a DTMF (dual-tone multifrequency) tone or if a
maximum message time length limit is exceeded. FIG. 23 is
an operational flow diagram illustrating a stop recording
scenario in response to a DTMF tone Referring now to FIG.
23, in a step 2304, audio driver 1514 detects a DTMF tone.
In response, audio driver 1534 sends a DTMF event to audio
thread 1534. This occurs in a step 2308. When audio thread
1534 receives the DTMF event, audio thread 1534 sends a
RECORD STOP command to audio driver 1514 and a

CHECK FOR SILENCE message to record thread 1536A.
This occurs in a step 2312. In step 2314, record thread
1536A checks the packets for silence, and if silence is
detected, discards the packet. The process of discarding
trailing packets containing all silent frames is the method by
which trailing silence on a newly recorded message isedited.

in the third scenario, recording is stopped when a maxi-
mum time Iimit for the message is exceeded. This is illus~
tratcd in FIG. 24. Referring now to FIG. 24, in a step 2404,
if it recorded message has a maximum message length time
limit defined. a timer is staned for the message length time
limit at the same time that recording is started.

When the timer expires, the application thread informs
voice data processor 150010 stop recording, as illustrated by
step 2408. This is accomplished by setting an indicator
telling audio thread 1534 to stop recording and sending a
QUEUE WAKE command to audio driver 1514. In
response, audio driver 1514 sends a READ WAKE event to
audio thread 1534. causing audio thread 1534 to check the
indicator that says stop recording. This is illustrated by steps
2412 and 2416. In response, audio thread 1534 sends a
RECORD STOP command to audio driver 1514 and a

CHECK FOR SILENCE message to record thread 1536A.
This occurs in steps 2420 and 2424. In response, record
thread 1536A checks for silence and discards silent packets.

In each of the three scenarios described above for step-
ping the recording, audio thread 1534 issued a RECORD
STOP command to audio driver 1514. The steps foliowed
upon receipt of this command are illustrated in FIG. 25.
Referring now to FIG. 25, in a step 2504 upon receipt of the
RECORD STOP command, audio driver 1514 stops record-
ing and sends a RECORD STOP event to audio thread 1534
and releases the last data buffer 1518.

In response, audio thread 1534 sections the last data buffer
1518 into packets and places these packets in frame block
queue 1538. This occurs in a step 2508. Audio thread 1534
then posts an AUDIO RECORD STOPPED message to
record thread 1536A in a step 2512. In step 2516, record
thread 1536A sets an indicator that recording has stopped,
completes emptying frame block queue 1538, and sends a
RECORD DONE message to the main automated voice
response unit 334 application thread.
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2.5 Voice Playback
Once a voice script 1008 is stored in voice script database

1004, this voice script 1008 can be played back to auser 106.
Similarly. a voice rrtessage 1308 stored in voice message
database 1304 can be played to a user 106. As briefly
introduced above, playback is accomplished by retrieving
the packets that make up the voice script 1008 or voice
message 1308 and playing them to the user 106 as they are
retrieved.

The process used to play back a voice script 1008 is the
same as the process used to play a voice message 1308. The
following discussion describes voice playback in terms of
playing a voice script 1008 from a voice script database
1004. The same process is followed to replay a voice
message 1308 from voice message database 1304. FIG. 26
is an operational flow diagram illustrating the process of
playing voice data. Referring now to FIG. 26. in a step 2604
automated voice response unit 334 retrieves the script 1004
to be played. More specifically, the first packet or packets of
the script are retrieved. In a step 2608. the retrieved packets
are stored in frame block queue 1538. Once these packets
are stored in:framc block queue 1538, the playback of voice
script 1008 can be controlled by audio thread 1534 and audio
driver 1514.

In a step 2612, the audio voice extracted from the packets
queued in frame block queue 1538 is stored in a first bufier
1518A. In a step 2616, audio driver 1514 can play the
message from first bul1'er 1518A. As illustrated by flowline
2662, if there are additional packets in frame block queue
1538, the data is dc-packetized and stored in second buffer
1518B. Once audio driver 1514 has finished playing the
audio voice from buffer 1518A, it begins playing the audio
voice from 15183. At this point, additional data can be
dc-packetizcd and stored in first buffer 1518A. This process
continues until the entire message is played.

The above description provides a high level overview of
the playback of voice data. The steps illustrated in 26 are
now described in greater detail. In step 2604. automated
voice response unit 334 retrieves the data packets that
comprise the voice script 1008 that is to be played. This step
is described in greater detail with reference to FIG. 2'7.

FIG. 27 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the
steps involved with retrieving packets of the script 1008 to
be played (i.e. step 2604). Referring now to F-1GS. 27 and 15,
in a step 2704, play thread 1536B requests the appropriate
voice script 1008 from voice script service 908. in a pre-
ferred embodiment, this is accomplished by sending a
FIRST SEARCH REQUEST message to a CLIF client
interface.

In a step 2708, play thread 153613 sets a searching
indicator to true which indicates that voice data processor
1500 will be playing voice data. As packets are received,
they are stored in frame block queue 1538. as illustrated by
step 2612. Play thread 1536B continues to receive packets
from voice script service 908 as long as there is room in
frame block queue 1538 and until all the packets are
retrieved for the appropriate voice script 1008.

FIG. 28 is art operational flow chart illustrating the
manner in which voice data processor 1500 is initialized to
play a voice script 1008. Referring now to FIGS. 28 and 15.
in step 2804, play thread 153613 sets an indicator telling
audio thread 1534 that it will be playing voice data.

Play thread 2636B initializes audio driver 1514. This
occurs in a step 2808. In one embodiment, this initialization
is accomplished by sending a QUEUE WAKE command to
audio driver 1514.

In a step 2812, audio driver 1514 responds to the QUEUE
WAKE command by informing audio thread 1534 that it has
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been initialized. In one embodiment this is accomplished by
audio driver 1514 sending a READ WAKE event to audio
thread 1534. The READ WAKE event is sent via event

queue 1512.
In a step 2816. audio thread 1534 checks the indicators set

in step 2804 and thereby determines that voice data is to be
played by play thread 1536B. With this accomplished, voice
data processor is initialized and playback can begin.

As discussed above with reference to FIG. 26, the data

packets that make up the script 1008 to be played are
retrieved from frame block queue 1538, de—packctized, and
stored in bttliers 1518.

The latency associated with playing back voice script
1008 can be minimized by beginning playback of the script
as soon as the first packet of that script is retrieved and
de—packetized. Therefore, according to the preferred
embodiment. when the first packet is retrieved, the audio
voice is extracted therefrom and stored in first heifer 1518A.

Audio driver 1514 immediately begins playing this data to
user 106 while additional packets are being dc-packetized
and their data stored in second buffer 1518B. Once the data

has been played from first buffer 1518A, audio driver 1514
begins playing the data from second buffer 15183 and
informs audio thread 1534 that additional data can be

de-packetizcd from the packets stored in frame block queue
1538, and that data may be stored in the now available first
buffer 1518A.

This process of playing from one buffer and de-packetia-
ing and storing data in the other buffer continues until the
entire script is played. As a result, playback can begin as
soon as the first packet is retrieved, and the data extracted

therefrom and playback continues without interruption until
completed. These steps 2612 and 2616 are illustrated in
greater detail in FIGS. 29 and 30. Referring now to FIGS.
29. 30, and 15, in a step 2904, audio thread 1534 retrieves
the first packet of voice script 1008 from frame block queue
1538. In step 2908, audio thread 1534 extracts the data from
this data packet and stores this data in first data buffer
1518A.

In a step 2912, audio thread 1534 instructs audio driver
1514 to begin playing voice script 1008. in one embodiment,
this is accomplished by audio thread 1534 sending a PLAY
BEGIN command to audio driver 1514 along with the
location of first buffer 1518A. Audio driver 1514 acknowl-

edges the command to begin playing by sending a BUFFER
DONE CONTINUING event via event queue 1512 to audio
thread 1534.

At this time, the operation continues at FIG. 30 (step
2616) with audio driver 1514 playing voice script 1008 and
the operation also continues at FIG. 31, step 3104. with
audio thread retrieving packets from frame block queue
1538 and extracting data therefrom. Referring now to FIG.
30, audio driver 1514 begins playing voice script 1008 to
user 106 in a step 3004. Audio driver 1514 informs play
thread 1536151 by sending a PLAY BEGUN event to play
thread 153613. This occurs in a step 3008. Play thread 1536B
informs the rest of voice data processor 1500 that script 1008
is playing.

In a step 3012. audio driver 1514 informs audio thread
1534 that voice data buffer 1518A is empty.

As audio driver 1514 is playing voice script 1008, audio
thread 1534 continues to extract data from packets in frame
block queue 1538 and store this data in the next available
data bulfer 1518. This is described with retrenee to FIG. 31.

FIG. 31 is an operational flow diagram illustrating the steps
of extracting data from packets in frame block queue 1538
and storing this data in an available buffer 1518. Referring
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now to FIG. 31, in a step 3104, audio thread 1534 retrieves
packets from frame block queue 1538. In a step 3108. audio
thread 1534 stores data in second data buffer 151813 until

second data buffer 15188 is full or frame block queue 1538
is empty.

In a step 3112, audio thread 1534 informs audio driver
1514 that data is in second buffer 15183. In one embodi-

ment. this is accomplished by audio thread 1534 sending :3.
NEXT BUFFER command to audio driver 1514 with the
location of second data buffer 15183.

If at any time during the process of retrieving packets
from voice script database 1004 and storing these packets in
frame block queue 1538, frame block queue 1538 becomes
full, play thread 1536B suspends retrieval of those packets.
To alert play thread 1536B that there is now additional room
in frame block queue 1538, audio thread 1534 informs play
thread 15363 when it has retrieved packets from frame
block queue 1538 for extraction of the data therefrom. In one
embodiment, this is accomplished by audio thread 1534
posting an AUDIO FED PLAY QUEUE message to play
thread 1536B via message queue 1532. This is illustrated by
a step 3116.

It should be noted that when audio voice is recorded and

encapsulated into packets, the last packet is usually not a full
packet of frames. This is not a problem when a single voice
script 1008, or single voice message 1308 is being played.
However, when multiple voice scripts 1008 or voice mes-
sages 1308 are played one right after the other, empty frames
in the last packet can result in a noticeable pause between
playback of multiple voice scripts 1008 arldfor voice mes-
sages 1308. To solve this problem, every packet placed in
frame block queue 1538 by play thread 1536B contains a full
complement of frames. When the last packet for a voice
script 1008 or voice message 1308 is retrieved by play
thread 1536B, the packet is not automatically placed in
frame block queue 1538 if there is an additional voice script
1003 or voice message 1308 to be played. Instead, play
thread 153613 first retrieves the first packet of the next voice
script 1008 or voice message 1308 to be played. Play thread
1536B appends the first portion of this next packet to the last
portion of the previous packet. As a result, the previous
packet is a full packet when it is placed into frame block
queue 1538. This method of transferring a portion of a next
packet to the previous packet continues until the last packet
in a series of voice scripts 1008 are retrieved.

There are two scenarios by which playback of a voice
script 1008 or a voice message 1308 can be stopped. In the
l'll‘S1 scenario, the playback is stopped in response to the user
106 pressing the appropriate key (or keystroke sequence) on
the telephone keypad. In a second scenario, playback is
stopped when there is no more audio voice to be packetized.
Both of these scenarios are now discussed in detail.

FIG. 32 is an operational llow diagram illustrating a
method by which playback is stopped when user 106 enters
the appropriate keystroke on the telephone keypad. Refer-
ring now to FIGS. 15 and 32, when a user is done listening
to voice script 1008 the user enters the appropriate key on
the telephone keypad. This could occur, for example, when
the user has heanzl enough menu selections provided by a
voice script 1008 and enters a key to choose the desired
selection before the menu is done playing.

These scenarios are discussed in terms of a voice script
1008 for simplicity. After reading the below description, it
will become apparent to a person skilled in the relevant an
how these scenarios can be implemented for voice messages
1308.

In a step 3204, audio driver 1514 detects the DTMF tone
generated when the user 106 enters the keypad keystroke. In
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response, audio driver 1514 sends a DTMF tone event to
audio thread 1534. Audio thread 1534 recognizes this
DTMF tone and interprets it to indicate that playback of
script 1008 should be stopped. To stop playback, audio
thread 1534 sends a PLAY STOP command to audio driver

1514 in a step 3208. In response, in a step 3212, audio driver
1514 sends a PLAY STOP event to audio thread 1534. In a
step 3216, audio thread 1534 flushes data buffers 1518 and
posts an AUDIO PLAY STOPPED message to play thread
151363.

In response, play thread 1536B sends an AUDIO DONE
message to the voice response unit application thread and
flushes the data in frame block queue 1538. This occurs in
a step 3220.

FIG. 33 is an operational flow diagram illustrating a
manner by which playback is stopped when voice data is
exhausted (i.e. according to scenario 2). Referring now to
FIGS. 15and 33. in a step 3304, when audio driver I514 runs
out of audio voice (i.e., buffers 1518 are empty), audio driver
1514 sends a PLAY NO MORE FRAMES event to audio

thread 1534. In a step 3308, audio thread 1534 responds by
sending a PLAY STOP command to audio driver 1514.
Audio driver 1514 responds in step 3312 by sending a PLAY
STOP event to audio thread 1534. In a step 3316, audio
thread 1534 flushes data buffers 1518 and posts an AUDIO
PLAY DONE message to play thread 1536B. In a step 3320,
play thread 1536B sends an AUDIO DONE message to the
main automated voice response unit application thread and
flushes frame block queue 1538. Because play thread
153613 is no longer required. it ceases to exist.
2.6 Packet Retrieval

As described above with reference to FIG. 26, in steps
2604 and 2608, play thread 1536B retrieves packets. from
the appropriate service 908, 912 and stores these packets in
frame block queue 1538. This operation is now described in
greater detail with reference to FIG. 34. FIG. 34, which

comprises FIGS. 35, 36, 37, 38, 39. and 40. is an operational
flow diagram illustrating retrieval of packets and the storage
of packets in frame block queue 1538. Referring first to FIG.
35, in a step 3504, play thread 1536B receives a packet from
voice script service 908, places the packet into frame block
queue 1538, and sets a searching indicator to false. If frame
block queue 1538 is not full (decision block 3508), the
operation continues at a step 3704 (FIG. 37). If, on the other
hand, frame block queue 1538 is full (decision block 3508),
play thread 1536B checks to deterrnine whether the packet
received is the last packet for the voice script 1008 being
played, as illustrated by decision block 3512. If this is not
the last packet, the operation continues at step 3804 in FIG.
38. If this is the last packet, the operation continues at FIG.
36 where play thread 1536B checks to determine whether
voice script 108 is currently playing, as illustrated by
decision block 3604. If the voice script 108 is currently
playing, the operation continues at a step 3704 (FIG. 37). If,
on the other hand, a voice script 108 is not currently playing
(decision block 3604), the operation continues at step 2804
(FIG. 28).

Referring now to FIG. 38, if frame block queue 1538 is
not full (decision block 3508) and this is not the last packet,
play thread 1536B sends a next search request to voice script
service 908 and sets a searching indicator to true. If the script
is not currently playing (decision block 3808} the operation
continues at step 2804 (illustrated in FIG. 28). If, on the
other hand, the script is currently playing, the next packet is
retrieved from the voice script service 908. This occurs in a
step 3812. At this time, the operation continues at step 3504
(FIG. 35) or play thread 1536Bb receives and queues the
packet.
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As stated above, if frame block queue 1538 is not full, or
if frame block queue 1538 is full and this is the last packet
and voice script 1008 is currently playing, the operation
continues at step 3704 (illustrated in FIG. 37). Referring
now to FIG. 37, if the searching indicator is set to true
(illustrated by FIG. 3704}, the packet is retrieved from voice
script service 908 in a step 3708. At this time, the operation
continues at step 3504 (FIG. 35) where play thread 1536}!
receives the packet and places it into frame block queue
1538. If, on the other hand, the searching indicator is not
true, play thread 153613 checks to determine whether this is
the last packet (decision block 3712). If it is not the last
packet, the operation continues at step 3904. (FIG. 39). If, on
the other hand, this is the last packet, the operation continues
at step 4004 (FIG. 40).

Referring now to FIG. 39, in a step 3904, play thread
15363 sends a search request to voice script service 908 and
sets the searching indicator to true. In a step 3908, a packet
of voice data is retrieved from voice script service 908. At
this time, the operation continues at step 3504 (FIG. 35)
where play thread 1536B receives the packet and places it
into frame block queue 1538.

Referring now to FIG. 40, in a step 4004, if there is
another voice script 1008 to play, in a step 4008, play thread
1536B sends a Search request to voice script service 908. In
a step 4012, play thread 1536B sets the searching indicator
to true. At this time, the operation continues at step 3704
(FIG. 37). If, on the other hand, in step 4004 there are no
more voice scripts 1008 to play at this time, the operation is
completed.

In a preferred embodiment, the retrieval of packets from
voice script service 908 is accomplished using a CLIF client
interface. The CLIF client interface is fully described in
Co—Pcnding Patent Application of Common Assignee, Ser.
No. U8{l3ti,2l1, filed on Oct. 15, 1993, which is incorpo-
rated herein by reference in its entirety. According to this
embodiment. requests for packets generated by play thread
1536B are sent to the CLIF client interface. The CLIF client

interface then retrieves the packet of voice data from voice
script service 908 and forwards this packet to play thread
15363. The CLIF client interface is also used for storing
packets to voice script service 908 and for other communi-
cations in general.

The process of retrieving packets for playback was
described above in tert'ns of retrieving voice data packets for
a voice script 1008. This process is the same process used to
retrieve a voice message 1308 from voice message service
912.
3.0 DEF

One problem faced by developers of conventional call
processing systems is that of developing call processing
software that is easily maintainablc and highly reconfig-
urable. Another problem is that of creating a call processing
system capable of providing subscriber-unique features and
capabilities. As the number of subscribers to the conven-
tional call processing system increases, it becomes increas-
ingly diflicult to provide highly maintainable and reconfig-
urable code to handle a wide variety of custom andlor
standard features using conventional software techniques.

In many conventional systems, the call processing soft-
were is coded in such a way that when changes are to be
made to the system, entire sections of code have to be
rewritten and re-compiled. This can be a time—consuming
task that requires the platforms on which the code is ninning
to be brought to a non-operational status while the new
software is loaded.

In one embodiment, a wide array of subscriber-unique and
standard call processing features are provided while elimi-
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nating the need to rc—compile large portions of operational
software. According to the present invention, the call pro-
cessing operations are driven primarily by data records.
known as DEF records. Call processing system 302 uses
DEF records in conjunction with call processes to provide
sul-tscribenunique and standard call processing features. A
call process is started when a new call enters call processing
system 302. The call process accesses one or more data
fields in a DEF record that indicate how the call is to be

processed. Thus, DEF records can be used to dictate certain
subscriber-unique features and generic features as weil.
When changes are to be made to call processing system 302,
the majority of these changes can be made by updating the
data fields found in the DEF records. Thus, most changes to
call processing system 302 do not 1'CCllli1't: operational soft-
ware to be modified, re-compiled, and re-loaded.

The manner in which call processing system 302 uses
DEF records to process calls is now described. FIG. 41 is a
high-level block diagram illustrating the manner in which
DEF records are used by call processing system 302 to
process calls. FIG. 42 is an operational flow diagram illus-
trating the manner in which call processing 302 uses DEF
records and processes to handle calls. Referring now to
FIGS. 41 and 42, in a step 4202, a call is received by call
processing system 302. As described above, call data 144 is
routed to network control processor 304 and call audio 142
is routed to matrix switch 306. For operator—assisted calls,
call audio 142 is then routed to an operator console 308 to
provide operator assistance.

In a step 4206. network control processor 304 identifies
the call and the type of call being placed. The manner in
which network control processor 304 processes the call is
described above.

In a step 4210, network control processor sends operator
control data 324 to operator console 308. Operator control
data 324 includes information required by operator console
308 to process the call. This information includes a base
process number, a DEF record number, and other call
information such as AN1, called party number. subscriber
identification, etc. At this time, operator console 308 can
begin processing the call.

In a step 4214, operator console 308 starts a base process
4102. The base process 4 102 started is the base process
identified by the base process number that was sent by
network control processor 304 with operator control data
324. Base process 4102 is a process template that contains
the basic steps that are to be followed by operator console
308 in processing the call. Base process 4102 is coded to
look for certain pieces of information within a DEF record
4104. Base process 4 102 uses this information to process
the call. This information cart dictate that base process 4102
start other processes 4106, wait for user 106 input. or wait
for operator instructions.

In a step 4218, base process 4102 retrieves the DEF
record 4104 as specified by the DEF record number that was
sent with operator control data 324.

In a step 4222, base process 4 102 uses the inforrnation in
DEF record 4104 to process the call. This process is
described in more detail below with retrence to FIGS. 43 and
44.

in one embodiment, when base process 4102 has com-
pletcd all of its call processing operations, it starts a finish
process 4108 and sends a DEF record number identifying a
DEF record 4110 that finish process 4108 will use in
finishing the call processing. The finish process 4108 is
another process that is designed to look for specific data tags
4304 that describe how to finish the call process. For
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example. finish process 4108 may look for a specific tag
4304. This tag may point to a record that displays keys on
the operator screen for the operator to press to complete the
call, or that displays {or plays in the case of a voice response
unit 334] a closing script.

In a step 4230. finish process 4108 starts to complete call
process 4112. Complete call process 4112 completes the call
placed by user 106.

The structure of DEF records 4104 (and 4110 in the case
of a finish process 4108) is new more fully described. FIG.
43 is a diagram illustrating the structure of a DEF record
4104 in one embodiment. DEF record 4104 includes a DEF

record number 4302. DEF record number 4302 uniquely
identifies each DEF record 4104. DEF record number 4102

is sent to operator console 308 with operator control data
324. Network control processor 304 determines which DEF
record number 4302 to provide to operator console 308
using call data 344. Different DEF records 4104 may be
chosen and identified based on the type ofcall that is placed,
the particular subscriber 114 or other call infonnation. Thus,
the operation performed by base process 4102 can be custom
tailored based on call data 144 and by the use of difierent
DEF records 4104.

The fields within DEF record 4104 include a tag number
4304, a length field 4306, and a data field 4308. Tag number
4304 is an identifier that base process 4102 uses to find
specific data 4310 within DEF record 4104. Length Field
4306 specifies the length of data field 4308. Data field 4308
contains data 4310 used in processing the call. Data 4310
can be the actual data used to process the call, or can be a
reference to data in another data file, data table, or database.

Depending on the particular DEF record 4104. any num-
ber of fields, which comprise tag numbers 4304, length
fields 4306 and data fields 4308, can be provided in a DEF
record 4104.

Base process 4102 is coded to look for certain tag
numbers 4304 within DEF record 4104 at certain times. For

example, base process 4102 may be coded to look for tag
number 1, then tag number 2, then tag number 3. Tag
number I may be a tag identifying a greeting script to be
played by an automated voice response unit 334, or read by
an operator at a manual operator console 332. In this case,
base process 4102 looks in DEF record 104 for tag number
1 and reads data 4310 in data field 4308 associated with tag
number 1. In the case of a greeting script, data 4310 will
point to the script to be played, read, or synthesized to user
106. The script can be customized to a particular customer
110 in a number of different ways. One way is for network
control processor 304 to provide customer I10 identification
to operator console 308 with operator control data 324.
Operator console 308 would then use this identification
information in conjunction with data 4310 in data field 4308
associated with tag number 1 to read the carrier-unique
greeting script found in a database. For example, operator
console 308 will go to voice script database 1004 to retrieve
the voice script 1008 identified by data 4310 and the carrier
identification. Operator console 308 (i.e., automated voice
response unit 334) then plays this voice script 1008 to user
106. For example. the voice script 1008 may say “Welcome
to XYZ Company's voice mail system." or “Thank you for
using XYZ Long Distance Company. Please enter your
calling card number now."

In addition to playing voice scripts 1008 and voice
messages 1308, base process 4102 can be coded to find tags
to perform numerous other functions. For example, base
process 4102 can be coded to perform validation of data
received. For example, base process 4102 may be coded to
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retrieve another tag that identifies that the called number
should be validated to verify that the called number is the
correct number of digits (for example, 10 digits). In this
case, when base process reads the data 4310 associated with
that tag number, base process 4102 may start an additional
process 4106 that performs the validation. This results in a
validation request being sent to a validation system. Once
base process 4102 starts the additional process 4106. it
doesn't necessarily have to wait for the additional process
4106 to be completed before moving on to the next tag.

As another example, base process 4102 may be coded to
retrieve another tag that requires that the calling card num-
ber be validated. In this case, data field 4308 associated with

that tag will direct base process 4102 to send a request to a
validation system to validate the calling card number. Base
process 4102 continues to read tags and perform the opera-
tions dictated by the tags. Thus, changes to call processing
system 302 can be made by redefining the data 4310 in data
fields 4308.

Base process 4 I02 need not look for every tag number
4304 within a DEF record 4104. lt may, instead, only be
coded to search for certain tag numbers 4304 with a DEF
record 4104.

When processing the call, base process 4102 is also
capable of accepting and responding to inputs from user 106.
For example, data 4310 may also include strings which base
process 4102 uses to match against user input. For example,
base process 4102 may be programmed to retrieve 4304 that
define data fields 4308 to match user input strings “1#,”
“2#,” "3#.“ For each of these user input sequences, data
4310 uniquely defines a process 4106 to be started or another
base process 4102 to be started. For example. one particular
DEF record 4104 may define that when a user dials 1#, a
second base process 4102 should be started. Data 43 0
identifies this base process with a base process number and
can also identify a specific DEF record 4104 for the new
base process 4102 to use. For example, a user dialing Ii‘? may
indicate that the user wishes to access a speed-dial feature.
In this case, data 4310 and DEF record 4104 will tell base

process 4102 to start a speed-dial process when this string is
detected.

To recapitulate, processes 4102, 4106, perform operations
that can be done in a number of difl’erent ways. The manner
in which the operation is performed for a specific call is
dictated by the data 4420 pointed to by the tags 4304
referenced. As the process 4102, 4106 perfomis an opera-
lion, it may come to a point where data 4310 from the DEF
record 4104 is required. At this point, the tag 4304 is
referenced and its associated data 4310 retrieved.

Consider the base process 4102 as an example. A base
process 4102 is typically designed to collect information
from a user 106. validate the information collected, and
pursue a course of action based on the information collected

and the results of the validation. The general framework for
completing these operations is coded in the base process
4102: it must prompt the user for information, validate the
information. and follow a course of action. The data 4310

retrieved using tags 4304 provides the specific actions to be
followed by the process 4102. These can include, but are not
limited to: the martrter in which the user is prompted, the
order in which information is collected, the manner in which
information is validated, the number of additional chances a
user 106 is given after a failed validation, the action to take
in the event the number of additional chances is exhausted,

the amount of time to wait for input, the action to take if the
time—out period expires, and a large number of other param-
eters.
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Thus, the data 4310 found in DEF records 4104dictates
how the call is to be processed by base process 4102. New
features can be added, existing features changed or deleted,
and features customized for specific users by updating one
or more DEF records 4104. Thus, operational code does not
have to be modified and re—eompiled to implement these
types of changes.

To minimize the amount of duplication of data 4310, DEF
records can be defined at various levels. FIG. 44is a diagram
illustrating how different levels of DEF records 4104 can be
used to optimize data storage.

Referring now to FIG. 44, a generic DEF record 4402
includes data 4310 that is common to all subscribers 114. A

group DEF record 4404 can contain data 4310 that is unique
to a customer 110. Because this data 4310 is unique to a
customer 110. it is not contained in generic DEF record
4402. If a particular customer 110 has a unique feature that
is different from other carriers 110, data 4310 for that feature
is found in group DEF record 4404.

Specific DEF record 4406 defines data 4310 that is
specific to a user 106. If a user 106 subscribes to features that
are unique from other users 106, data 4310 for those features
will be contained in specific DEF record 4406.

In search for data 4310 using tag numbers 4304, base
process 4102 will first staff in specific DEF record 4406. If
tag number 4304 is not found in specific DEF record 4406,
base process 4102 then searches group DEF record 4404. If
tag number 4304is not found in group DEF record 4404-,
base process 4102 then goes to generic DEF record 4402 to
find that tag number 4304. Thus, if a user 106 has a unique
feature, or that user's call is to be handled uniquely, the data
4310 instructing base process 4102 on how to handle that
call will be found in specific DEF record TB206 and used.

A DEF record manager is a set of functions calls used to
manage DEF records read by the application (for example,
the operator console 308]. The DEF record manager asso-
ciates a DEF record with a particular call process (base
process 4102). The allows the application to search for any
tag 4304 in the system or tags 4304within a particular DEF
record 4104. This is done so that some tags 4304 may be
accessed by any process 4102, 4106 that may require it
while other tags 4304 can be restricted only to the process
4102, 4106 reading the DEF record 4104containing the tag
4304.
4.0 Conclusion

While various embodiments of the present invention have
been described above, it should be understood that they have
been presented by way of example only, and not limitation.
Thus, the breadth and scope of the present invention should
not be limited by any of the above-described exemplary
embodiments, but should be defined only in accordance with
the following claims and their equivalents.

It should be noted that the block diagrams depicted
throughout this document illustrate an example of how the
functionality of the various systems can be implemented.
Although physical or logical architectures may be inferred
by the diagrams and the text describing these diagrams, it is
important to note that this is done by way of example only.
Numerous alternative physical andfor logical architectures
can be chosen when implementing the systems described
herein.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for storing voice data for a call processing
system, comprising the steps of:

(a) recording audio voice by an audio driver and storing
said audio voice in a first data bufl°er;

(b) encapsulating said recorded audio voice stored in said
first data buffer into data packets, thereby.creating
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voice data, wherein said step of encapsulating com-
prises the steps of:
i. checking said audio voice in said first data buffer to

determine whether a configurable length of silence is
detected; and

ii. commanding said audio driver to stop recording if
said configurable length of silence is detected; and

(c) storing said voice data in a database, wherein said step
of storing comprises the steps of:
i. checking said data packets for silence;
ii. discarding one of said data packets if said one of said

data packets does not contain any frames that have
detectable voice energy; and

iii. storing one of said data packets if said one of said
data packets does contain frames that have detectable
voice energy.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said audio voice is an
audio message and said voice data is a voice message,
further comprising the steps of:

(ti) sequentially numbering said data packets; and

(e) assigning a message number to said voice data.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein step (a) for recording

audio voice comprises the steps of:

i. recording audio voice as digital data;

ii. storing said audio voice in a first data buffer; and

iii. indicating to an audio thread when said first data buffer
is full.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein step (a) for recording
audio voice further comprises the step of sending an event
to said audio thread indicating that recording has begun.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein step (a) further
comprises the steps of:

iv. commanding an audio driver to begin recording said
audio voice and storing said audio voice in said first
data buffer; and

v. commanding said audio driver to continue recording
said audio voice and storing said audio voice in a
second data buffer.

6. The method of claim 3, wherein said method for storing
voice data further comprises the steps of:

(cl) placing said data packets into a frame block queue;
and

(e) setting an indicator that signals that said first data
bufier is available for storing additional audio voice.

1. The method of claim 6, wherein said step of checking
said audio voice comprises the steps of:

(i) checking each frame of audio voice as it is being
encapsulated into said data packets and determining a
number of silent frames; and

(ii) comparing the number of silent frames to a predeter-
mined length of time to determine whether said con-
figured length of silence is exceeded; and

wherein step ([1) further comprises the step of instructing a
record thread to check data packets for silence if said
configurable length of silence is exceeded.

3. The method of claim 5, further comprising the steps of:

(cl) detecting a DTMF tone indicating that recording is to
be stopped;

(e) stopping said recording of said audio voice; and

(g) checking said data packets for silence.
9. A system for storing voice data for a call processing

system, comprising:

an audio driver for recording aubio voice and storing said
audio voice in a first data bufler;
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means for encapsulating said recorded audio voice stored
in said lirst data bulier into data packets, thereby
creating voice data, wherein said means for encapsu-
lating comprises:

means for checking said audio voice in said first data 5
buffer to determine whether a configurable length of
silence is detected; and

means for commanding said audio driver to stop record-
ing if said configurable length of silence is detected;
and

means for storing said voice data in a database, wherein
said means for storing comprises:

means For checking said data packets for silence;

means for discarding one of said data packets if said one 15
of said data packets does not contain any frames that
have detectable voice energy: and

means for storing one of said data packets if said one of
said data packets does contain frames that have detect-
able voice energy. 30

10. The system of claim 9, wherein said audio voice is an
audio message and said voice data is a voice message.
further comprising:

means for sequentially numbering said data packets; and

means for assigning a message number to said voice data.
11. The system of claim 9, wherein said means for

recording audio voice comprises:

means for recording audio voice as digital data;

means for storing said audio voice in a first data bulfer; 30
and

means for indicating to an audio thread when said first
data buffer is full.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein said means for
recording audio voice further comprises means for sending 35
an event to said audio thread indicating that recording has
begun.
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13. The system of claim 11. wherein said means for
recording further comprises:

means for commanding an audio driver to begin recording
said audio voice and storing said audio voice in said
Iirst data buffer; and

means for commanding said audio driver to continue

recording said audio voice and storing said audio voice
in a second data bufier.

14. The system of claim 11, further comprising:

means for placing said data packets into a frame block
queue; and

means for setting an indicator that signals that said first
data buffer is available for storing additional audio
voice.

15. The system of claim 9, wherein said means for
checking said audio voice comprises:

means for checking each frame audio voice as it is being
encapsulated into said data packets and determining a
number of silent frames;

means for comparing the number of silent frames to a
predetermined length of time to determine whether said
configured length of silence is exceeded; and

wherein said means for encapsulating further comprises
means for instructing a record thread to check data
packets for silence if said configurable length of silence
is exceeded.

16. The system of claim 13, further comprising:

means for detecting a DTMF tone indicating that record-
ing is to he stopped;

means for stopping said recording of said audio voice; and

means for checking said data packets for silence.
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